301 Guide Sweeps In 10 Men and a Girl as Shop Stewards

New shop steward, take seat of office at 301. Left: Al Pajer, 41; Henry Johnson, 48; Richard M. Matthews, 35; Ed. H. Smith, 39; Frank Conant, 64; and Robert S. Reed, 50.

UE Independent Political Committee Will Back Candidates at All Levels

The General Assembly of UE has voted to set up an Independent Political Committee as a national, district, and local focal point to support candidates for public office and to mobilize for new democratic and progressive programs. The committee will work to "establish a political presence" of UE in the various levels of the political process.

Newspaper Editorial Battles Pensioners

GE pensioners, trying to line up a March 1 and Bill a month earlier, are being brought into the largest battle in the history of the company. The pensioners claim that their pensions have been cut by over 20%. They are supported by the UE Independent Political Committee, which will hold a rally in Lafayette Hall, where the GE community meeting is being held.

Business Paper Admits Cause of Price Raises

A business newspaper, the New York Journal of Commerce, has admitted that the current inflation is largely due to the profit-taking behavior of the companies. The newspaper also stated that the profits of companies are not being reinvested in the economy, but are being used to increase the prices of goods.

Steel Copies GE

Price Propaganda

GE's propaganda campaign is being copied by steel companies, who are also raising prices. The steel companies are claiming that the high prices are due to the high cost of steel production.

UE Strike Threat Wins Victory at Westinghouse

A new contract agreement has been reached at the Westinghouse plant in Schenectady, ending a series of strikes over union demands for better working conditions and higher wages.

Search for Arbitration Of Job Evaluation

UE will present its proposal to the company in New York at a meeting on Monday, April 10. The proposal will include the creation of a new job evaluation system that is based on the UE-Jobs Evaluation Committee's recommendations.

Negotiations On Contract Are in Recess

GE contract negotiations are at an impasse, with no agreement yet reached.,but the UE is determined to fight for its members' rights and will not accept a contract that is not fair and just.

High GE Profits

The company's profits have increased significantly over the past year, making it clear that the contract negotiations are not only necessary but also important.

In this new edition, the UE newsletter "Electrical Union News" is featuring articles on the latest developments in the contract negotiations and the ongoing struggle for better working conditions and higher wages.
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Now GE Calls It Cost Improvement

Company language calls it "cost improvement," but the workmen in the GE machine shop at Tuscaloosa, Ala., feel that the phrase means layoffs and speed-up for them, and not-such-record profits for the GE.

The workers in Tuscaloosa have been trying for two years to stop the company from laying off their numbers. The Tuscaloosa Times-News reported, "They call the number of machine shops and offices."

The idea of cost improvement was first suggested by the company in 1944, and the Tuscaloosa Times-News reported, "The workers who lost their jobs at the "cost improvement" company were laid off one by one, and the company decided to cut the number of machine shops and offices."

Nothing was said about how this might be done, but the workers are wondering. To do it, "the company decided to cut the number of machine shops and offices."

The alligator, which the workers say they cannot leave, is "the company decided to cut the number of machine shops and offices.

"We Rembrandt Strike at Tuscaloosa"

"We Rembrandt Strike at Tuscaloosa" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. It is the company's way of saying "We Rembrandt Strike at Tuscaloosa." The song is about the workers who lost their jobs at the "cost improvement" company.

GE's Senate Subpoena

"GE's Senate Subpoena" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. It is the company's way of saying "GE's Senate Subpoena.

"Wall Street Journal Confirms GE Article"

"Wall Street Journal Confirms GE Article" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. It is the company's way of saying "Wall Street Journal Confirms GE Article.

"Wilson Should Try Buying Hamburger"

"Wilson Should Try Buying Hamburger" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. It is the company's way of saying "Wilson Should Try Buying Hamburger.

Another Call for Blood".

"Another Call for Blood" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "Another Call for Blood" is the company's way of saying "Another Call for Blood.

Orders for Food"

"Orders for Food" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "Orders for Food" is the company's way of saying "Orders for Food.

Health and Welfare Plan"


"Will Receive Bills On Lumber Supply"


Bad News For Bus Riders"

"Bad News For Bus Riders" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "Bad News For Bus Riders" is the company's way of saying "Bad News For Bus Riders."

Duree Strika Continues"

"Duree Strika Continues" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "Duree Strika Continues" is the company's way of saying "Duree Strika Continues.

"Take 10.73% Signatures To GE"

"Take 10.73% Signatures To GE" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "Take 10.73% Signatures To GE" is the company's way of saying "Take 10.73% Signatures To GE.

"If You Work at Your Best, You Can Be Your Own Business"

"If You Work at Your Best, You Can Be Your Own Business" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "If You Work at Your Best, You Can Be Your Own Business" is the company's way of saying "If You Work at Your Best, You Can Be Your Own Business.

"We Will Not Give Up"

"We Will Not Give Up" is the title of a new song by the company's House of Music. "We Will Not Give Up" is the company's way of saying "We Will Not Give Up.

"If You Want To Be Your Own Business"
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